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Lyman A. Spalding, The Samuel Pepys
of Lockport, New York
by John Janitz
The Spalding Family Papers in the George A rents Research
Library span the nineteenth century in the lives of the Ellicott,
Evans and Spalding related families of western New York State.
The correspondence, diaries, legal and financial documents and
miscellaneous materials add historical data to agrarian and
commercial ventures, the Holland Land Company, the Erie Canal
and the temperance and anti-slavery movements.
Mr. Janitz, who also wrote the article on the Osborne
Family Papers in the last issue of The Courier, was an assistant
archivist in the Manuscript Reference Department of the Library.
In this capacity he arranged and described both the Osborne and
the Spalding Family Papers for the use ofresearchers.
Time changes the most mundane entries of a diary into fascinating
glimpses of the past. One line by a superior diarist-
"Plowing for Corn,-Maple handsomely leaving out" (May 8, 1835)
-will call up scenes from a vanishing landscape and may tie us with bonds of
sympathy and understanding to a man we never met. So it is with the journals
of Lyman A. Spalding, nineteenth-century businessman, Quaker, abolitionist
and experimental farmer who lived along the Erie Canal in western New
York. His journals engage the casual reader who struggles with the
handwriting, and several passages may reward the historian who searches with
a purpose.
Spalding was born in Scipio, New York, in 1800. He settled in
Lockport in 1822, married Amy Pound a few years later, and embarked on a
career of sixty years as a storeowner and miller. His journals, which begin in
1832, contain a jumble of reflections, insights and trifles about farming, canal
commerce, politics and social life to within a fortnight of his death in 1885.
3
Together with some of his correspondence, these journals form a substantial
part of the Spalding Family Papers at Syracuse University.!
Like Samuel Pepys, Spalding kept journals for his private use, without
any intent of achieving literary distinction through their subsequent
publication. Some passages remain veiled behind a half-forgotten shorthand-
again reminiscent of Pepys with his ciphers. But a spare style may be artfully
appropriate for the recording of everyday occurrences, and the very
artlessness of Spalding's chronicle lays bare his genius at limning a picture of
rural life in the early days of the republic. Spalding knew, met, or saw from a
distance many prominent Americans of his day-Benjamin Lundy, Lucretia
Coffin Mott, Martin Van Buren, Theodore Weld, Gerrit Smith, Horace
Greeley-and he gave each at least a line or a paragraph of description. To our
eyes his times overflow with color.
Here is a selection of entries from the first and smallest of the journals,
which covers the period 1832-1837. The spelling, grammar and line breaks
have been retained from the original. Editorial insertions and ellipses are
indicated by the customary signs, and the entry dates have been set off in a
consistent style.
1832 February 13
Visited Rochester, with Amy,2 Mother,3
Caroline4 & Nathaniel5 & Alice Jane Spalding6
return 16th at night.
1832 March 11
Started a drove of Hogs to Canada
Charles Spalding7 went with them.
I Spalding Family Papers, 1796-1901 (3 boxes), George Arents Research Library,
Syracuse University. Another group of Spalding papers is held by Cornell University.
These are cited in a description of Lyman A. Spalding's youth by Ronald E. Shaw, Erie
Water West: A History of the Erie Canal, 1792-1854, Lexington, University of Kentucky
Press [1966],137-139. Other sources are available from the Niagara County Historical
Society, which published Spalding's Recollections of the War of 1812 and Early Life in
Western New York, Lockport, N.Y., 1949, edited by Raymond F. Yates, a former
president of the Society. A few passages from the Spalding j04Inals were worked into
the Recollections but until last year when the George Arents Research Library
announced the availabili ty of more Spalding papers at Syracuse University, the existence
of nine journals was not generally known.
2 Amy Pound (1806-1876) married Lyman A. Spalding in 1824.
3 Jennet Mack (1780?-1836) married Erastus Spalding (1775-1830) in 1798. Lyman was
the oldest of their twelve children. The family moved to Lockport in 1822. Samuel J.
Spalding, Spalding Memorial: A Genealogical History of Edward Spalding of Massachu-
setts Bay and His Descendents, Chicago, 1897,246,436-437,687-688.
4Caroline Elizabeth Spalding (b. 1820), the eleventh child of Jennet & Erastus Spalding.
5 Nathaniel Mack Spalding (1822-1868), youngest child of Jennet & Erastus Spalding.
6 Alice Jane Spalding (b. 1826), first of Amy P. and Lyman A. Spalding's four children.
7 Charles Hanford Spalding (1816-1844), a brother of Lyman A. Spalding.
4
Lyman A. Spalding at age 82. Courtesy of the Niagara County Historical Society
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1832 March 12
The Race way Broke away at
the place where Buell commcd diging
last fall. Removing the earth took
away the support to the wall & the
unusual flood swept away the Side
of the race and passed the water into basin
below- damaging flour & other property & doing
injury to Foxes House. The ruin
was stayed by forcing open the Lock gates.8
1832 March 15
Some of the lock gates getting loose were
Swept through the locks by the water &
the pair attached to the foot of the upper
easterly lock closing attempts were made
to open them and the riging broke, the
gates were forced together & by the pressure of
the water burst through- the balance beam
of the easterly gates as it swept around
Swept off Wm M Doty & two others-
- only one of whom were seen afterwards-
1832 March 16
Great exertions are making to recover the
lost bodies, by draging the basin- first




Set out Onions, Sowed peas, radishes, lettuce
8 The illustration on the cover, drawn by W. Wilson about 1840, shows the double locks
of Lockport. Canal boats moving west were raised sixty feet in their passage through five
successive chambers at this point. The jump was accomplished within fifteen to twenty
minutes, and traffic could be doubled by using the adjacent lock or could be opened to
eastbound and westbound traffic simultaneously. John W. Barber and Henry Howe,
Historical Collections of the State ofNew York (New York, 1841), 351-352.
The raceway mentioned by Spalding runs from the topmost lock and swings left and
down to the basin in the picture. Many of the manufactures which nestled in the basin
were powered by this current of water. Spalding's flour mill is the tallest building to the
left of the locks.
The illustration was provided by Mr. Richard Wright, Director of the Onondaga
Historical Association, to whom the author is indebted for hours of help in searching




Beans, Peas, Corn, Potatoes, Onions, Pumpkins
Squashes, Cucumbers &c.
1832 June 7
Filled the kiln with pine lumber
from Canada & commenced heating it at
night.
1832 August 28
Crank of Saw mill broke.
1832 August 29
Water turned through the "improved" race.
and now excavating a new race.
1832 November 10




Pointing Stone Tavern, roof on & cornice finished9
1832 November 28
H & Elijah & Swift left for Canada with Oil Yards &c
John Pound1 0 died at 20 m before 9. PM.
1832 November 29
J. P. buried at 3 O.C. P.M. by Side of Alice
Pound1 ! his wife in burial ground on Thomas farm
1832 December 1




Negro here from Georgia.
9 "Central House," Spalding's hotel which was later named the "American," on the
corner of Main and Locust, one block from the double locks.
10 John Pound (1779-1832), father of Amy P. Spalding.
1 1 Alice Smith Pound had died the previous March.
7
1832 December 22
L.A.S. Jr. 12 born at 1/2 past 2. O.C. Am.
1833 March 21
digging foundation for Stone, Smith Shop
Hanging Door in front of Stone Stone Stors laying
floor- Plastering & painting Stone Tavern.
Teams returned this day from Rochester- bad roads
High Water- in Canal
1833 March 22
Started Saw mill. 1 3 Stopped Same day-
This night tackles taken to open upper Lock
gate- great flood
1833 April 1
Commcd framing overshot Saw mill
1833 May 25
Commcd raising the overshot Saw mill.
1833 June 7 & 8
Lots Sold at Auction.
1833 June 10
Charles & Martha Ann Spalding set off
for Canada with my horse & buggy-
1833 August 10
Started the overshot Saw mill- runs
rather stiff- Straps too weak
1833 August 14
Commcd regular Sawing- She does her work
Strong.
12 L. Austin Spalding, the last of Lyman and Amy's four children and the only son. He
became a leading manufacturer in Lockport, working under his father, then assuming the
duties of president and treasurer of the Pound Manufacturing Company in the Lockport
basin. He mastered French and German llOd in 1882 sold out his Lockport interests to
invest in a French firm contracted to build the Panama Canal. He withdrew in 1884, was
an unsuccessful candidate for Congress in 1886, and in the following year President
Cleveland appointed him Consul of the United States in Germany, where he remained
until 1892.
1 3 Lyman A. Spalding opened many lines of business: milling, farming, selling all types
of goods from a general store, dealing in coal, banking, insurance and real estate
speculation. In the late 1850's the bottom fell out of his enterprises and he took the job
of postmaster in Lockport. City directories show him venturing forth into manufacturing
and finance again in the seventies.
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1833 August 29
broke the Crank wheel to my
Saw mill-wheel costs $38.
Eye too weak- idle 4 days
Commencd plowing & wheat comes in freely
at 7/- per bush
1833 September 7
Crank wheel broke again idle 3 1/2 days
1833 September 9
Board Kiln burnt, from charcoal
on the outside, igniting-
1833 December 25
Thawing, little ice in the canal & quite muddy
roads- recd wheat-
1834 February 28
My birth day- mud continues- & some snow
heard Burchard1 4 the great revivalist preach in L.
1834 March 2
Continued Snowing from the N.E. Heavy, wet Snow.
The Revival fairly under weigh-and much
commotion- Burchard is a master Spirit in
getting up these excitements & knows that his powers
of exciting the human mind are great.
His discourses are incoherent-full of
interesting Storys & anecdotes & much declamation
with some thunder & forked lightning accompa-
nied by fire & brimstone.
Burchard arrived 2d mo 23d-
1834 March 11
Wm Mack Set off for Canada
Burchard is on Continues to rage- no
business but attending meetings- It is
apparent that many are properly Stored up-
& I hope effectually.
1 4 Samuel Dickinson Burchard (1812-1891), the same clergyman who in 1884
embarrassed presidential hopeful James G. Blaine with the remark: "We are Republicans,
and do not propose to leave our party and identify ourselves with those whose
antecedents have been rum, Romanism and rebellion."
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10m 20. 1834
Set out 10 R.I.Greening
bought of Michael Robinson
1834 April 9
Set out the following apple trees on Lot- West
Side of Locust St. in fron of N- [?] - Darling House
No 1 Yellow Harvest
2 White June Eating
3 Large Early Bough
" 4 Black [?] Gilly flower




Set out row of maple trees on High St
North Side
1834 April 17
Set out Apricot, peach and quince trees
transplanted lettuce sowed last fall- Sowed
Peas, Lettuce, Radishes, Beets, Onions Sowed 1/4 acre
Marrow fat peas on high street- Canal navigable
1834 July 4
A very fine celebration of this day
in Lockport
1834 July 5
The day celabrated by the coloured people
The Walls of my New Brick dwelling15
finished, chimney topped out- & the
roof partly on-
1834 September 1
L.A.S. Jr very Sick with Dysentery





15 On the corner of High and Locust Streets. In 1859 Spalding sold this house to Abel
Minard and moved into a smaller house at 471 Market Street in the "Lower Town."
Before 1834 Spalding had lived in a wooden dwelling on the comer of Main and Locust,
on the same property on which the American Hotel was built.
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1835 March 24
Placed the Sign on the Furnace, Machine Shop
& Plough Factory, today.
1835 March 25
Set out a rare ripe Peach tree, which I budded
in 1831, with buds taken from Robt. Prindinales farm,
Also Set out an Apricot, budded in 1831 on a
Peach stalk- both trees set in the 1st row South of
my rear piazza.
1835 March 29
Amy Sat up yesterday for the first time in 6 wks
- sat in my lap about 10 minutes.
Corn- See Vol. V. NO 13 G. Farmer, l 6 planting corn-
with Ashes & Plaster
1835 April 22
Set out 25 Butternut Trees on
various part of the lot on High Street-
rain & hail- quite muddy- the apricot
& peach are not yet in blom-
Plants in the Hot bed are doing very
well except mellons & cucumbers near
each end- Cold air is too much for
them- altho' all the other plants appear
healthy & of good colour. Raddishes fit to pull.
1835 April 23
Broke the wheel on E. end of Saw mill
1835 May 2
Grafted 10 Williamson apple grafts in
the apple trees on the Nelson lot- the grafts
were sent to me by the Ed of the Genesee Farmer
& reed by him from Bath.-
Reed from John A. Thomas 12 peach trees &
6 nectarines- Set the nectarines in
the South row East of Garden
Set 12 peaches north of the apples in the
apple orchard....
1 61he Genesee Farmer and Gardener's Journal, a weekly published by Luther Tucker in
Rochester. Spalding refers to an article which recommended ashes and plaster as a
fertilizer for corn, in the issue of March 28, 1835.
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Sowed raddishes on the asparagus beds
Sowed Onions, rad & potatoes.
Levelling in front of House & making Side
walk on West Side of Locust St. from High
St.
1835 May 11
Sowed Barley, white Clover & Timothy-
dragged & rolled the ground-/ on Yard
around dwelling
1835 May 23
Bees Placed a Hive of Bees on the New Hive in
the Barn this evening- Bo't them of Richd Small
4 1/2 $- The Hive a straw one, I fear has worn




Citrous mellons- Nutmegs, west of
the woodhouse, on heaps of manure
4 ft across covered 5 inches with earth-
Black Garden flea has destroyed all the Radishes
Sowed on the asparagus beds- the maggots
& cutworms have made Sad havock amng
the Cauliflowers & Cabbages-
Raddishes sowed on Sand are doing well
So far-
1835 July 26
Priscilla Cadwallader held a meeting
in the Methodist Chapel- which was filled
to overflowing & many went away for want of
room- Her discourse exceeded any thing
of the kind I ever heard & was listened to with
great attention.
1835 August 6
Tomatoes begin to ripen.




Dug the well in Barn Yard- See the
method in the Genesee Farmer. 17
1835 August 15
Cows are from Zoological Garden, Baltimore.
1835 August 29
took up the Hive of Bees which I placed
on the long hive on 23d, 5 mo, and.found it
well filled with Honey & the long Hive 1/3 full
The Straw hive weighs about 55th. the Cap is
full of the last comb. We took the hive & turned it
bottom Side up after taking off the Cap & placed
one empty hive over it & the Bees left it in
about one hour- I have now placed a
glass jar on the long hive in place of
the Straw Hive.
1835 September 23
The Anniversary of our Wedding day.
1835 September 27
First day: Amys birth day, and
a very beautiful day- with a bright
clear sky and dry atmosphere-
Amy out in the dining Room at 9 O.C.
- a fine Watermellon & nutmeg picked and
on the Server ready for use-
1835 September 28
Placing my Trellis /12/ in the
Garden for the grape vines.-
1835 September 29
Bought 3 fine Hives of bees & 2 Skips $12:
placed them in the East Room- in barn-
One of them in 5/8 Box is nearly full of Comb
White & fine- this one is on the west end of
the 12 ft. hive- one of the weak skips is on
the middle & the other on the east end
of the West hive.- on the west end i~ a
fine Swarm. & on the E. end of the long
box is an old one, well filled with old
comb.- it is the Parent hive.
17 Spalding apparently anticipates the appearance of his letter in the issue of August 29.
There he described his method of "Digging Wells in Sand."
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1835 October 15
Benj Lundy1 8 arrived at my house-
from Mexico-
1835 October 17
left for Utica, Anti-Slavery State
Convention- Philadelphia & Mexico.
1835 November 11
Snow Storm & Violent Wind- Hamilton
& Jacksons new brick building blown down
partly & Jas Carpenter fell 40 ft & was
buried in the Rubbish in the cellar, badly
hurt- Several chimns blown off & roof &
gable ends blown in.
1835 December 5
This morning froze up solid with
a tremendous Snow Storm from the N.W.
In the Sudden closing of the Canal
Boats are caught in full freight- goods
between this [place] & Albany to an immense
amount Scattered along the Canal
My ice house begun is in an
open predicament.
1836 January 1
Dined at home- Mother better than
She has been- Amy improving- Caroline
Whippy quite Sick- took supper at
A. H. Spaldings19 - quite a party of married
people-
Excitement among land speculators in Village
lots- No Sleighing- roads smoother
1836 January 2
Sold 28 ft w[?] in with Gilberts Store 5000$
1/3 in hand- tho't a good sale-
1836 January 6
the Young Sow has 9 pigs-
18 Benjamin Lundy (1789-1839), abolitionist lecturer and publisher.
19 Alexander Hamilton Spalding (1807-1838), a brother.
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1836 January 25
Mother quite sick with Something
approaching Appoplexy.
1836 January 31
Mother Continues Very ill Thermom 300
1836 February 10
Amy rode out in a sleigh
1836 March 8
Lockport Anti Slavery Society formed
1836 March 11
1. M. M-[?] - delivered a lecture & 50
joined the Society, Hunt Field
& Reynolds [?] Jackson. Douglass & Regan [?] tried
to excite a mob.
1836 March 13
Mother appears to be dying at 1/2 past 11 A.M.
- Expired at 3 1/2 D.C. P.M.
This morning about 6 D.C. I was in the dining
room & heard her call me from the room over
it- I went up & she asked for something to
ease her- I had Martha give her Some
laudanum & she Said it made her feel better
and Said She knew I would give her Something
that would ease her.
During her Sickness She expressed great peace of mind
and a readiness to leave this world- She.
Said she was once supposed to be on a dying bed
and then felt great reluctance to leave the
world- but it was not So now. She was
very thankful to those who waited upon her
and appeared at peace with all.
1836 March 14
Mother was buried this afternoon at 4 D.C.
in Friends Burying Ground, & at the foot
of Mother Pounds grave- a very large
funeral attended at my house. Hannah
Mitchell had much to say & was very
edifying.
15
Mid-nineteenth century pastoral scene in western New York State. Woodcut from
O. Turner, Pioneer History of the Holland Purchase of Western New York
(Buffalo, 1849). Courtesy of the Onondaga Historical Association.
1836 April 11
Theodore D Weld2 0 lectured in the Pres-
byterian Meeting house this afternoon at 3 a.c. to
a large audience on the Subject of Slavery-
It was with difficulty that either of the
churches could be had- and when the
permission of the trustees of this church was obtained
J. M. Parks, a pew holder, protested against
its use, while the meeting was assembling, for
as he Said a political object.
Such is the cant and Subserving of the times
so far has Slavery encompassed its victims throughot
the whole U. States- that objections of many here are
rained against descrying the enormity of american
slavery.
1836 April 23
Formed the Niagara County Anti Slavery
Society- after a great tumult & the most high
handed encroachments upon upon [sic] private rights.
2 oTheodore Dwight Weld (1803-1895), abolitionist preacher and pamphleteer.
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1836 May 1
Fruit not yet in blom m- tho' the weather is




The red cherry DO
1836 July 4
Niagara Co Anti-S Society met. 101 joined.
1836 July 8
Sowed Ruta Baga.
Placed a hive of Bees on the Box in the
East bnroom- where the Bees starved to death
last winter.
1836 September 28
Snow fell last evening to the depth of an inch
The appearance of the trees this morning was
beautiful-
1836 December 20
Saw mill stopped to put on new Segments
on a new rim on the water wheel
I went to Queenstown to join the stockholders
of Suspension Bridge Bank, which commenced
operations this day.
A complete gang of hands at the Gang
mill wages from 9/ to 14/ day
Intend to Start it by 1st March
1837 January 1
New Years day-
Snows fast & Sleighing we shall have now
altho we have had none this winter-
1837 January 2






10 above 0 Sleighing fine.
17
1837 February 28
Amy & myself went to Saml Pounds2 1 to dine on Turkey
& no Turkey cooked- came home & dined- Crandall22
& Dr Carpenter stayed with us last evening. Sleighing
excellent. Saw mill running- Gang Saw mill nearly
finished- Furnace in good operation- Money
never so scarce- children all well.
1837 September 9 - 11
Edwd Hopper of Philadelphia with us on
a tour to the falls. 2 3
This is the last entry from the first of Lyman A. Spalding's journals.
Eight others provide a continuous record to the end of his life. Until all the
journals are transcribed and annotated, casual readers may browse a while and
turn to the final passages in the last journal. Spalding in his eighties is again
involved with the mill industry but in this industrial age there are no
references to planting and the orchards. Almost unaware, he is finally
overcome by the infirmities of old age. 24
1884 November 18
Met Mrs Hiram Gardner & daughter Ashley in their carriage in front of
Post Office, talked over old times. She was very well & for one over 80
Very active.... The Engine & Boiler at the Foundry is nearly ready to
run- put in to run the Machinery while repairing the race or when the
water is short out. Chester & Wilson are puting up Machinery to furnish
Electric light to those who want it & the city.
1884 November 22
Winfield [,] Son of Sister Caroline E. Smith2S [,] died this morning at
9 after an illness of two days - an attack of Pneumonia, went to brain-
he was unconscious the last 24 hours.
2 1 Samuel Pound, a brother of Amy P. Spalaing.
22 Perhaps John G. Crandall of Brockport, second husband of Spalding's sister Jane
Louisa Spalding (b. 1803).
2 3 Relatives and friends often stopped at the Spalding home on their way to Niagara
Falls. There is a Lockport tradition which claims that Spalding's house was a station
along the underground railroad.
24 Line breaks from the original are not transcribed for the remaining passages.
25 Caroline Elizabeth Spalding (b. 1820) married Lindley W. Smith of Canandaigua.
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1884 November 24
Sarah Spalding Bellinger died of Inflamation of Bowels at Tonawanda
leaving 3 children- She was the youngest of my brother N. Mack S.2 6
family- funeral 27th.
1884 December 25
Christmas. Ther. 16° Sleighing good No work this day at Foundry.
Turkey for Dinner, Walter & Virginia with little Alice arrived from
Tonawanda. Dined with us Alice, Kate Sm1Pound & myself at table
Spalding Evans & Ann came at 7 P.M & spoke with us- Very pleasant
evening-
1884 December 26
Walter took the 8 O.C. train for Tonawanda He gave a pretty musical
Box to little Mary. Emma Spalding arrived from Philadelphia and dined
& lodged with us & took the 4 P.M. 27th train for New Yark expecting
to reach home at 11 A M the 28th
1884 December 28
this morning at 2 A M. I was so badly choked with phlegm that I called
Kate.27 She came down immediately, and I took several drink [s] of
Salt & water",whiCh caused me to throw up phlegm & put me in a fine
perspiration & I slept at 3 I slept very comfortably till 6 & got up at
6 1/2 O.C. A.m & made fires- I felt very weak and concluded to Stay
in the house until I fully recover. I cannot imagine how I got so bad a
cold. Dr Davidson came in the afternoon & made a prescription- it had
a very good effect & made me expectorate freely. Kate laid on the
Sette geting up to give the medicine every 4 hours 'till 3 A.M. when I
helped myself & She went to her room- She is a first class nurse.
1884 December 29
improving & regaining my strength- I merely took a little warm milk,
Jas. Owens made the furnace & kitchen fire.
This is the last entry of Journal IX. Lyman A. Spalding died on January
7, 1885.
26 Nathaniel Mack Spalding married Sarah Elizabeth Ellicott of Batavia in 1845. Five of
their ten children died in infancy.
27 Catherine Elizabeth Spalding (b. 1829) lived with her father at 471 Market Street.
19





The two books described here were acquired jointly by the
Area Studies and Rare Book Departments of the Library and are
housed in the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room. Approximately
one-half of the monographic holdings in the Hispanic and
Luso-Brazilian collection of the Latin American section in the
Area Studies Department are devoted to Spanish and Portuguese
languages and literature of the Iberic Peninsula and the Latin
A merican countries.
Mr. Preibish is head of the Area Studies Department of the
Library and Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian Bibliographer. As Assis-
tant Director in charge ofA cquisitions at the La Trobe University
Library, Melbourne, Australia, from 1966 to 1969, he started the
building of the first research collection for Latin American
Studies in Australia.
R are book collections are usually the pride of libraries, and visitors are
shown the outstanding treasures of such collections. Why are some books
considered so "rare" as to merit their inclusion in a special collection? The
answers seem obvious: because they are old, because there are only a few
copies extant, because they were published before a specified date, because of
their intrinsic value. Some books are valuable as milestones in the
development of human thought and civilization, others as examples of artistic
achievement; these works certainly deserve their place in a rare book room.
The majority of librarians is possessed of a very strong collector's
instinct which, coupled with a deeply ingrained sense of custodial mission,
has led to the accumulation of very fine bibliographic hoards. At the same
time it is important to guard against indiscriminate acquisition of curiosa or
first editions which may have little or no intrinsic value. The importance of a
20
rare book collection in a library can, and should, be enhanced by the
acquisition of works which are not only rare per se but also congruent with
other collections existing in the library system.
The conditions prevailing on the rare book market make it very
difficult to purchase works of quality at will. Nevertheless, with perseverance
and knowledge of the right sources one can still acquire important additions
to Spanish and Portuguese collections at Syracuse. Two such acquisitions of
the Syracuse University Library are' Monarquia Indiana by Juan de
Torquemada and Diccionario geografico-histbrico de las Indias Occidentales 0
America by Antonio Alcedo.
In 1615 a voluminous work by a Franciscan friar, Juan de Torquemada,
entitled Monarquia Indiana! was printed. Only a few facts are known
concerning the life of Torquemada. He arrived in Mexico, a youth of eighteen
or twenty, in 1583. Upon his arrival he entered a Franciscan monastery in
Mexico City and died there in 1624 as its superior. It seems that he travelled
to remote parts of Nueva Espana, as Mexico was then known.2 He probably
wrote simple religious plays known as ejemplos for the edification of the
natives. 3 These playlets were acted or mimed during sermons-a custom
which survives in some villages until the present day. Only one other work,
Servicios de las Ordenes, is known to have come from his pen.
The value of Monarquia Indiana as a history of prehispanic Mexico and
of its conquest by Cortes is marginal. This hodgepodge of facts and fiction
and of a few interesting details lost in tedious disquisitions is important for
other reasons.
The publication of Monarquia Indiana in Spain in 1615 assured this
work an early popularity surpassed only by the success of Historia natural y
moral de las Indias by Jose De Acosta which appeared in 1590 and besides
numerous translations reached six Spanish editions. Neither work, as we shall
see later, merited such success.
1 Title page reads: Primera Parte I de los veinte y un Libros Rituales i Monarchia I
Indiana, con el origen y guerras, de los Indios Ocidentales de I sus Poblaciones,
Descubrimiento, Conquista, Conversion y I otras cosas maravillosas de la mesma tierra
distribuydos en tres tomos I Compuesto por Juan de Torquemada I ... en Madrid en la
Ofieina y a costa de Nicolas Rodriguez Franco I Afio de 1723 [2nd. ed.]
2Gareia Icazbalceta, Joaquin: Obras t. 4 Biografias. Mexico Impr. de V. Agiiero, 1895 p.
223-227
3Gonzalez Pefia, Carlos: Historia de la literatura Mexicana. 9 ed. Mexico, Editorial
Pomia, 1966 p. 61
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Frontispiece of Juan de Torquemada, Monarchia Indiana, Madrid, en la Ofieina
y a costa de Nicolas Rodriguez Franco, 1723, [2nd ed.]
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It must be noted here that a royal decree issued in 1560 expressly
forbade publication of books in Spanish overseas possessions dealing in any
way with their history.4 The establishment of the Holy Office of the
Inquisition in Mexico constituted a further. obstacle in publishing books
describing Aztec customs, religion and history. How effective this ban was
can be gauged from the fact that J. Garcia Icazbalceta in his very well
documented bibliography of sixteenth century Mexican bookss does not list
even one work of this type.
In the early seventeenth century there were only a few works published
on the history of Mexico. The Letters of Cortes were, of course, printed
immediately and received wide publicity. Cortes' apologist Francisco L6pez
de G6mara published Historia General de las Indias in 1552, without stirring
from his native Seville; hence this work contained many errors and omissions.
The famous reply by Bernal Diaz del Castillo to this eulogy of Cortes in his
Historia Verdadera de la Conquista de la Nueva Espana was to remain
unknown until the middle of the seventeenth century when only an
incomplete copy of the manuscript was discovered. The original manuscript
was not found until 1904 in the Municipal Archives of Guatemala City. A
similar fate was suffered by the more erudite works of Franciscan monks who
came to Mexico immediately after the conquest and who learned not only the
Aztec language but recorded their history, customs, religion and social
organization.
The merit of Torquemada, if merit it be, is the fact that in his
compilation he quoted these unpublished chronicles, sometimes mentioning
the names of their authors, sometimes plundering parts of their work for his
Monarquia Indiana, thus saving them from oblivion. Torquemada's plagiarism
of Jeronimo de Mendieta's work, Historia Eclesiastica Indiana (1571), part ot
which he included in his pot-pou"i without any change, proved very useful
to Joaquin GarCIa Icazbalceta in his editorial work when he succeeded in
locating and acquiring the original manuscript in 1861.6 Another instance of
useful literary piracy may be mentioned here; Jose de Acosta, Torquemada's
erstwhile competitor for fame, incorporated in his Historia natural y moral de
las Indias a complete work of an anonymous Indian author, which later
became known as Codex RamIrez, named after its discoverer.
4Text of the decree qu.oted in: Medina, Jos~ Toribio. Historia de la Imprenta en los
antiguos dominios espafioles de America y Oceania. Santiago de Chile, Fondo Hist6rico y
Bibliognifico, 1958 t. 1 p. 300. "Os inform~is y sepais que libros hay impresos en esas
ciudades sin expresa Licencia nuestra i que tratan de cosas de esas partes, y que todos
aquellos que hallaredes, los r:ecojais y envi~s. [Let is be known and brought to your
notice that books are being printed in those cities without our special permit, and they
treat of things in those regions. They should be found, collected and sent (to Spain)]."
5 Garda Icazbalceta, Joaqufu: Bibliografla Mexicana del Siglo XVI, M~xico. Rev. ed.
Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica. 1954
6 Garda Icazbalceta, Joaqufu: Obras t. 3 Biografias p. 394-5
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Torquemada quoted works of other early chroniclers such as Toribio de
Benavente (known as Motolinia) and Andres de Olmos. He probably met the
most famous of the Franciscan historians, Bernardino de SahagUn, who for
sixty years labored over his Historia general de las cosas de Nueva Espana,
writing it in Spanish, Nahuatl and Latin and making his Aztec pupils use the
pictographs of their fathers to achieve greater authenticity. SahagUn was
forced to transcribe his work many times when earlier copies sent to Spain
disappeared or when others were taken away by local authorities complying
with the decree of Philip II. Lesser works of SahagUn which disappeared
completely are known to us only because Torquemada saw them and
mentioned their titles: "escribi6 Sahagun muchos tratados sueltos, que se han
perdido. Torquemada nos da trtulos de algunos de ellos."?
The role of Torquemada's Monarquia Indiana in establishing this very
difficult bibliography, "quiza la mas diITcH de nuestra literatura," is well
illustrated in the biographical study of the famous chronicler written by
JoaquIn Garda lcazbalceta.8
If we consider the nature of Torquemada's work, we cannot wonder
that there were only two editions of this compilation. Nevertheless in a rather
unexpected way his book does contribute to the early historiography of
Mexico. A copy of the second edition which was printed in 1723 by Nicolas
RodrIguez Franco in Madrid has recently been acquired for the Rare Book
Collection.
II
The follOWing passage from the introduction to Diccionario
geografico-histbrico de las Indias Occidentales 0 America9 by Antonio
Alcedo (1735-1812) indicates clearly that the time of compilations such as
Monarquia Indiana has passed. "If one considers impartially the arduous task
of reading more than three hundred books on the Western Indies, and the
confusion and inaccuracies in many of them, as well as the difficulty in
reconciling contradictory opinions in order to arrive at the true facts, I do not
doubt that many errors or omissions which may still be encountered in my
work will be excused. I shall be grateful if they are brought to my notice so
that they may be corrected." The publication of the five volume Diccionario
was the result of painstaking work which lasted over twenty years, and which
70p. Cit. p. 180. "SahagUn wrote many separate treatises which have been lost.
Torquemada mentions some of them."
S Ibid. p. 132-293
9 Title pa~e reads: Diccionario / geogrMico - hist6rico / de las Indias Occidentales / 0
America I Es a saber: / de los Reynos del Peru, Nueva Espana / Tierra Firme, Chile, y
Nuevo Reyno de Granada / .... / escrito / por el Coronel Don Antonio de Alcedo / ...
Madrid: En la Imprenta de Manuel Gonzalez /1786-1789. (Palau No. 6029) It should be
noted that though North America is not mentioned in the title, entries for the United
States and for Canada are numerous.
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40~ YO
snayor de Tepozcoluli eli la
Provincia y Obispado de
Oaxaca en Nueva Espafia,
tiene 2 S4 familias de Indios,
inclusos los' que habita!) en
los barrios de su distrito en
que hay mucbos ranchos de
labor donde cogen copiosas
cosechas de trigo y maiz, que
es a 10 que se dedican, es
~e temperamento calida, y
dista 19 leguas al S de su '
Capital.
YO LOX (NIS QUI L A,
San Pedro de) Pueblo de la
Alcaldia mayor de Teocuil-
co 'en Nueva Espatia, tiene
224 familias de Indios inclu-
sos los que habitan en los
barrios de su districo; pro-
ducegrana con abundancia,
que es el unico fruto de su'
comercio, porque aunque la
tierra es a prop6si~o para
qualquiera frutos estan tan
cebados en el lucro que les
dexa aquel que no cultivan
mas que las semillas nece-
aarias para su consumo.
YOEHUE , Pueblo de la
Ptovincia y Corregimiento
de Quillota e'n el Reyno de
Chile, situado en la Costa
c.rca del rio Imperial.
YOTAHUACAN, Pue-
blo de la Cabeza de partido'
y Alcald!a mayor de Cu-
quio en Nueva Espatia, si-
tGado ala orilla del rio Vet-
YO'
de distante 4 ,leguas al S de
su Capital.
YOTALA, Pueblo de la
Prov incia y Corregimiento
de ramparaes en el Peru del
Arzobispado deCharcas. '
YORCK, Nueva ) Pro-
vincia de loa Estados, Uni-
dos de la America Septen-
trional, con6na por el g con
la de la ,Nueva Ingla terra,
por el 0 con la de Nueva
Jersey, por el Sur con el
Occea no ,y por el Neon
el pais de los Indios Iroque-
ses; tiene el nombre par'
babe-ria cedido Carlos Se-
gundo, Rey de Inglaterra,'
al Duque de Yorck, que'
despues ocup6 aquel Trono:
la descubri6 el Caballero
Hudson que la vendi6 Ii los
Holandeses el afio de 1608,
estos empezaron Ii estable-
cerse en ella en 1614, Y la
dieron el nombre de N ue-
va Netherland, pero Samuel
Argal, Gobernador de Ia
Virginia, los ech6 de aU1
poco despges: el aflo de 1664'
envi6 el Rey de Inglater-
ra quatro Comisarios para
establecer los limites de
aqu~lla Colonia, y quitaron
A-los Holandeses la Capital
que se llamaba Nueva Ams-
terdan t Y Ie mudaron e1
nombre en el de Nueva
Yortk; algun tiempo des-
Pilei
A page from Diccioruzrio geogrlJfico-historico de las Indias Occidentales 0 America
by Antonio Alcedo, Madrid, en la imprenta de Manuel Gonzalez, 1786-1789
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assured the election of Antonio Alcedo to the Royal Academy of History in
Madrid. The work presents a combination of a gazetteer with an encyclo-
pedia; the subjects covered are those enumerated in detail on the title page.
Noteworthy are entries describing the role of the Jesuits' missions, for one
would imagine that this order, banned in 1767 from the Spanish colonies,
would not receive such impartial treatment. The listing of various Indian
tribes and the territories they inhabited gives an idea of how many of them
have disappeared since the end of the eighteenth century. In the last volume
one finds an administrative divisions chart of the Spanish colonies and a list
of local names and foreign terms describing plants, animals and fruits.
Clearly the work was conceived in the spirit of the Enlightenment and
the age of Encyclopedists. Its author was born in Quito in 1735 where his
father Dionisio de Alcedo y Herrera was the president of the Real Audiencia.
Alcedo senior had spent more than forty years in the service of the colonial
administration, was author of several works on the countries he had lived in,
and possessed a private library which served his son well in compiling the
Diccionario as he himself acknowledges in the introduction: "una numerosa
biblioteca de libros y papeles de Indias, me han dado materiales para trabajar
continuamente por espacio de veinte afios."l 0
It may seem from what has been said so far that his was a writer's or
bookman's life, but there is also a military side to Alcedo's career. He reached
the rank of colonel and during the Napoleonic invasion he was military
governor of La Corufia, which he had to surrender to the superior forces of
Marshal Soult.
Antonio Alcedo wrote another major work which unfortunately
remained in manuscript form until it was published in 1965: Biblioteca
Americana. Catalogo de los autores que han escrito de la America en
diferentes idiomas. 2 vols. Quito 1965 (Palau No. 6032 II). The value of this
work is evidenced by the fact that it was deemed worth publishing a century
and a half after its author's death. In Biblioteca Americana Alcedo listed not
only the works which had been published or which were in manuscript but
also those which had been lost or about which only vague information was
available. He suggested where they might be located and how to go about
finding them. Many bibliographic discoveries of the nineteenth century
confirmed Alcedo's intuition.
Browsing through the pages of Alcedo's Diccionario is still illuminating.
Let the present day tourist check the entry under Acapulco and he will be
surprised to learn that because of its bad climate the small port counted
among its inhabitants only eight Spanish families at the end of the eighteenth
century: "porque extrafiando el clima apenas 10 habitan ocho familias
10 "A rich library, containing books and documents on 'las Indias' provided me with
materials for a continuous labor of twenty years."
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espanolas." The district was very arid and poor so that the inhabitants had to
depend for food entirely upon Indians from the outlying villages: "carece al
mismo tiempo de toda especie de vlveres por 10 reducido y esteril de su
distrito." It seems that were it not for an occasional ship arriving from China
the little commerce there was would have ceased altogether.
The veracity of these statements can be confirmed by another example.
Describing New York, Alcedo asserts that the population of that city was
25,000 inhabitants, and indeed in such a source as Encyclopedia Americana
we find that during the War of Independence, because of the influx of
refugees, the population was 33,000 but it decreased to 23,600 at the end of
hostilities. Reading further we can learn that in the City Hall was a library
created in 1728 by Dr. Millington's gift of one hundred volumes. The library
was later enlarged by an additional seven hundred volumes purchased with six
hundred pounds sterling collected by "varios Caballeros."
Describing Philadelphia, Alcedo mentions that in 1732 Benjamin
Franklin created a "Gran Biblioteca" which was open on Saturday to the
public, while during the week only its benefactors could use it. Books were
borrowed upon payment of an appropriate amount of money and if they
were not returned on time fines were imposed in order to increase the
library's stock. Another library containing works of classical authors and a
selection of the best contemporary ones is also mentioned by Alcedo. This
one was created in 1752 from the bequest of the "sabio ciudadano Logan."
Alcedo's Diccionario presents the whole panorama of life in the western
hemisphere during the eighteenth century. Its popularity extended beyond
the Spanish-speaking world for it was translated and revised by G.A.
Thompson and published in London under the title The geographical and
historical Dictionary of America and the West Indies containing an entire
translation of the Spanish work of the Colonel D. Antonio de Alcedo. 5 vols.
1812-1815 (Palau No. 6031). The work was published again in 1967 with an
introductory study by Ciriaco Perez-Bustamante as volumes 205-208 of
Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles. The simultaneous acquisition by Syracuse
University Library of both the new and the original editions not only assures
that all works written by Antonio Alcedo can be found in the Library but it
is also an example of collection building in depth. The first edition in the
Rare Book Department is not an isolated eighteenth century Spanish
encyclopedia, but an integral part of the author's literary creations.
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Financial Problems of A Revolutionary:
The Memoir of John Wilkins
By Howard L. Applegate
Dr. Applegate is Assistant Director of Syracuse University
Libraries for Special Collections and Director of the George
Arents Research Library. His current research interests are the
American Revolution, the American automotive industry and
academic administration.
John Wilkins Sr. was born into a Welsh-Irish Presbyterian family in
Donegal Township, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania on June 1, 1733. His
parents apprenticed him to a saddler, but after being so bound for five years,
he returned to his father's farm to work the land. At the age of 30, he sold
the Donegal farm and moved his wife and three children to Carlisle, where he
became a tavern owner and storekeeper. He continued in these trades until
1775, when he was elected a Pennsylvania militia captain. In 1776, General
George Washington signed a Continental Army Captain's Commission giving
Wilkins command of an independent company of the line.
On January 15, 1777, the Continental Congress authorized the
establishment of sixteen new regiments and a Lt. Colonel of New Jersey
militia, Oliver Spencer, was appointed one of the sixteen regimental
commanders. Military records do not indicate to which regiment Wilkins was
assigned during 1776, but on February 27, 1777, he became a captain in
Spencer's Additional Continental Regiment, composed of men primarily
recruited in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. He resigned his army commission
on April 8, 1778.
In 1783 Wilkins moved to Pittsburgh and established a store. He
subsequently achieved some prominen'ce and held various city and county
offices. His son William was elected to the United States Sen-ate in 1831 as a
Democrat and Anti-Mason and in 1834 resigned his seat to become minister
to Russia. In 1844 William became Secretary of War in President John Tyler's
cabinet.
During March through May of 1807, at the age of nearly 74 years,
Wilkins wrote his autobiography. He died two years afterwards, on December
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11, 1809. The original copy of the Wilkins manuscript of his memoirs was
used by Dr. Solon J. Buck to prepare his sketch of Wilkin's son William for
the Dictionary of American Biography. He indicated in a footnote that the
original autobiography was preserved at the Historical Society of Western
Pennsylvania, but that institution has no record of the manuscript in its
library catalog. A recent author's query in the New York Times Book Review
uncovered no new information as to the location of the original document.
The following extract relating primarily to the Revolutionary War was taken
from a copy of the original now preserved in the Manuscript Department of
the George Arents Research Library. This copy was made on January 8, 1886
by a great-grandson, H.B. Wilkins Jr., at Fort Keogh, Montana Territory, from
a copy of the original made in 1873.
Readers may question the wisdom of reprinting the memoir of an
officer written thirty to thirty-six years after the events, particularly when
the original manuscript has disappeared. They might also wonder how papers
that record no military information can be of use to scholars. The
autobiography does, however, reinforce knowledge and understanding about
other aspects of the period. Wilkins places great emphasis on the fact that
Continental officers were responsible for recruiting their own troops and
collecting .both American and enemy deserters. As all of this was done
without an advance of money, the officer had to foot the bills and hope to
collect later from the government. In a period of inflation and devaluating
currency, such a procedure required officers who had extraordinary loyalty
to the American cause. The memoir also shows the extent to which
depreciating currency crippled the army and its officers in their military
affairs and how it demoralized officers and men who knew that their families
at home lacked the financial resources required for even marginal existence.
Wilkins also relates the failure of the Army to pay its men, thus making
their personal situations that much more desperate. When officers like Wilkins
resigned, they were given Government certificates, which were redeemable at
some later date, when it was hoped funds would be available. This procedure
meant that if the men ever were to receive their money from the army, it
would be paid to them in the form of depreciated paper money. Men who
couldn't wait often sold their certificates to speculators, sometimes wealthy
officers or government officials, who paid them five to ten cents on the
dollar. These speculators, who accumulated thousand of certificates at
bargain price, were one of the groups supporting Alexander Hamilton's plan
in 1790 for 100 per cent payment of all Continental debts. Such policy, later
implemented, increased their wealth.
By its concentration on the fiscal affairs of one officer during the
Revolutionary War, the Wilkins memoir has added a new dimension to our
understanding of the lives of the officers and their men.
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There has been some modernization of punctuation, capitalization and
sentence construction. There have also been some corrections in spelling.
Unless otherwise noted, all geographic locations are in Pennsylvania.
* * * * * * * *
At the commencement of the Revolution I immediately rendezvoused
on the side of the Americans and was one of the first Captains of Militia
chosen in Carlisle but soon after 1 carried my attention to improving the land
near Bedford and collecting my debts.
When Independence was declared, I was voted in a member of the
Convention for Bedford County to assist in framing our first Constitution.
Afterwards, [I] was appointed a Justice of the Peace in said County, having
then moved on my land near Bedford town. 1 had then on that land made
great improvements, built a large stone spring house and stone dwelling
house, cleared near one hundred acres of meadow, and erected about seven
hundred panel of post-and-rail fence, together with other improvements.
In the winter of 1776-1777 1 received a captain's commission from
General [George] Washington with orders if accepted, to enlist a company of
men and join the Army of the United States. I accepted the commission,
recruited, and in a short time enlisted sixty-four men.
Facsimile of Continental bills. From B.J. Lossing, Pictorial Field-Book of
the Revolution, New York, Harper & Brothers, 1860. Vol. I
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I then made a vendue [and] sold my land [and] my store in Bedford
town. Attended by my son John, and all my stock and furniture except my
team, one riding horse and some light furniture which I carried in my wagon,
[I] then set out with my family towards General Washington's headquarters
with the sixty-four men, two lieutenants, one ensign, together with twenty
two deserters.
Out of my own money I paid the bounty! and monthly wages, also
their rations, together with the deserters until I arrived in Carlisle. There I
first began to draw rations, but continued paying my men and officers
monthly wages until the latter end of August following when our Army lay in
Wilmington.2 I settled up my accounts and there received all the money I had
laid out for my Company, together with my own pay, which amounted to a
very large sum, which I laid out in hand, when received was about six for
one. 3 Having no place to keep it, I gave it to Col. Ephraim Blaine then
Quartermaster General,4 and when I drew it out of his hand, it depreciated
upwards of twenty for one.
During the time I was recruiting I paid eight dollars for each deserter
brought to me and the mileage,S and found them in rations and other
necessaries until I arrived at Carlisle. Then I began to draw their rations, from
thence took them to camp. [I] then sent them to their respective regiments
[and] for this great expense and trouble, I never received a cent.
On my way to camp I left my wife and family in Carlisle, and about six
thousand hard money with her, requesting her to trade upon it and what of
my debts she could collect in that town and county.
In order to keep the money good, as the Continental money was then
beginning to depreciate, she did so, but the paper money depreciated so rapid
that she could not keep the money good. She also collected in some of the
debts, but when paid was almost depreciated to nothing.
I was about that time in due [from] my Philadelphia and Baltimore
merchants about four thousand pounds but could not get any of them to
make payment. On a low calculation of a number of my merchants at a
meeting with them at the commencement of the Revolution, they gave it as
their opinion that I was worth ten thousand pounds sterling, after paying my
debts and making allowance for losses, etc.
1 The bounty was a specified sum of money paid by the Continental Congress and/or the
Pennsylvania state government as a reward to stimulate recruiting.
2 Delaware.
3 Wilkins refers here and subsequently to the rate of depreciation.
4 At this time Blaine was Deputy Commissary General for Purchases in the Continental
Army.
5 Army officers and certain state officials were empowered to apprehend deserters from
the American army or state militia units for which they were given a bounty, or to pay
the bounty to others who turned over deserters. They were also paid a specified mileage
and/or per diem allowance.
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Before I moved with my family to Bedford [I] had sold several valuable
tracts of land in Cumberland County, and houses and lots in Carlisle, part of
which was paid in hand. When the remaining payments were made in
Continental money, then depreciated to seventy-five for one in hand, several
of these payments when made would not then buy me three bushel of wheat.
The great faith and strong belief in conquering the British was the means of
my destruction.
On observing in camp that the rapid depreciation of the Congress
money, my money was dwindling to nothing, in the spring of 1778, I applied
to General Washington, (stating my reasons), to receive my resignation, that I
might go home to pay attention to my family and private property, to which
he assented and gave me the following discharge:
"Headquarters
Valley Forge
The 7th of April 1778.
"Captain John Wilkins, of Col Spencer's Regiment, having desired
permission to leave the service on account of the particular
situation of his family and his private affairs, his resignation is,
upon that account accepted.
By his Excellency's Command,
(Signed) Tench Tilghman.,,6
On receiving my discharge I settled my business in camp as well as I
could. The Paymaster was in arrears to me $240 [and to] one of my
lieutenants $40, all of which they not being able to pay me, and never seeing
them again, I lost. I had a wagon in the service which settled for and brought
me home to Carlisle.
I then moved with my family, my certificates, and what little property
I had remaining to a small farm I had near Carlisle. [I] began to farm with
spirit to keep my family together and wait with patience the Will of the
Almighty Ruler and Director of All Things.
In the Spring of the year peace was concluded between America and
Great Britain,7 I set out for Philadelphia with the intention of finding my
merchants and compound with them.
I took a schedule of my certificates, debts due, lands, and the
remainder of my other property. I found either my merchants, their
assignees, trustees, or agents and they immediately agreed to take what I
6 At this time Tilghman was Aide-de-camp and military secretary to Washington with the
rank of Lt. Colonel.
'1783.
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presented (except the little farm, the cattle, the farming utensils, and
household furniture-these they absolutely refused taking) and gave me a
discharge in case I would nominate trustees to take the property in charge
until a dividend could be made. To this I immediately assented, but on
applying to my Baltimore merchants they refused as I had not nominated one
of the trustees in that place, observing that the Philadelphia merchants would
cheat them. At the same time [they] told me they would not distress me if
they never got paid.
A counterfeit
Continental bill.








I then lifted from Col. Blaine the Congress money I loged with him at
Wilmington, and collected together all the Congress and hard money I could.
[I] began with spirit to trade thereon, and continued trusting it alway to
keep up the value, but the depreciation was so rapid, I could not. In the
beginning of the winter that Congress money was made no legal tender, I, to
assist keeping up the money, sold a good two story house in Carlisle for
$12,000. I then had in hand and paper upwards of $50,000. With this sum I
was preparing to set out to Philadelphia or Baltimore to lay in a good stock of
goods, when a deep snow fell that made the roads impassable for wagons until
the latter end of March.8 All this time I lay idle, maintaining my family at a
high rate. As soon as the roads were passable I set out with one wagon to
81783.
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Philadelphia. By this time the Congress money had got the final stroke,
therefore, with the large sum I had with me, I could scarcely load the one
wagon, though a great part were groceries.
-Shortly after I came home a number of soldiers came to Carlisle to
receive their depreciation certificates. I concluded to buy them and did buy
them in at a small discount, half money and half goods to a considerable
amount. I ran all the property I could into them. In order to save myself,
being of opinion they would stand good. But Behold! I was again mistaken,
for I had them but a short time in my possession until they depreciated eight
and ten for one in hand money. This stroke totally shut me up.
Thus the matter rested until several years after my arrival in
Pittsburgh.9 The Baltimore merchants then fell in with those of Philadelphia
and had a general meeting in Philadelphia. Colonel E. Blaine and my son John
present, and on an examination of my property they agreed to take the
certificates for the debts and gave me up all claim to the other property to
manage and do with as I pleased, the certificates being on interest had then
rose to twenty eight shillings in the pound. They all signed me a release which
now lies in my desk. They all but one signed by assignees, etc, they also
having all failed.
9 Wilkins began to get on his feet economically about 1785.
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The Folio Society:
Handsome Books At Minimal Cost
by Susan Rainey
Approximately 225 books of outstanding design and
illustration, published by the Folio Society of London, were
acquired by the Library with the archives ofCharles Ede, founder
of the Society.
Miss Rainey is a cataloger in the Rare Book Department of
the Library. A graduate of Mt. Holyoke College with a major in
Medieval Civilization, she spent two years as Assistant in the Art
Department, Wheaton College, Norton, Massachusetts, and taught
art appreciation in a private secondary school for a brief period
before coming to Syracuse where she received the master's degree
in Library Science.
I n 1969 the George Arents Research Library at Syracuse University
acquired the personal archives of Charles Ede, founder and designer of the
Folio Society of England. The archives include all the books published by the
Society between 1947 and 1967, a complete run of the periodical The Folio
and some manuscript material. 1
The Folio Society was founded in 1947 to produce well-designed
editions of classic texts at minimal cost. Its beginnings in post-war austerity
determined its continued production of handsome but not over elaborate
books. As the founder of the Society said, "The real challenge, we felt, was to
equate good design with the mass production techniques of the machine
age."2 This is a revolutionary idea in book making. Printing itself, both of
texts and of illustrations, was a revolutionary idea; but when machines were
created to set type, print and bind books, all jobs formerly done by hand, the
aesthetic ideal still looked back to the fifteenth century just as the fifteenth
century printed book itself looked backward to manuscripts. According to
1 Illustrations from Folio Society books are reproduced here by permission of the Folio
Society.
2 Folio 21: A Bibliography of the Folio Society 1947-1967. London, The Folio Press,
1968, p. 11.
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Wood engraving by Garrick Palmer for Three Stories by Herman Melville.
London, The Folio Society, 1967
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William Ivins, the means of making duplicates quickly, cheaply and in great
numbers were the greatest inventions of that century: to continue to apply
medieval standards to these Renaissance inventions is to ignore their true
significance.
The Folio, a quarterly publication of the Society for its members,
accomplishes three things. First, it provides publicity for the society's books.
Second, articles critical, biographical and expository by leaders in their fields
educate the membership: contributors include Michael Sadleir, Richard
Warde, E.V. Rieu, Beatrice Warde, Desmond Flower, Christopher Sandford
and Ruari McLean among bibliographers and book designers; John Buckland-
Wright, Edward Bawden, Lynton Lamb and Joan Hassall among illustrators.
Finally, The Folio, thanks in large part to the continued excellence of its
articles and to the responsiveness of editor Charles Ede to the will of the
membership, has engendered a considerable rapport between the producers of
Folio Society books and their readers. Thus the Society has flourished and
developed into new areas, among them the sale of recordings, original art and
documents.
Books are the most significant product of the Folio Society. It is
difficult to generalize about the kinds of titles published. Most would be
considered literature, both non-fiction and fiction, with poetry and drama
less well represented than novels. The selection is in no way parochial; it
contains besides British and American titles Czech, Japanese, French, Greek,
Russian and others in English translation. A trend toward publishing
contemporary accounts of dramatic historical events has developed especially
in the last decade; these range from the Hundred Years War (14th century
France and England) or Drake's Raid on the Treasure Trains (Elizabethan
England) to From Atlanta to the Sea by William T. Sherman (Civil War
America).
The works of a few writers have been printed in series. Shakespeare,
Jane Austen and the Brontes are the principal authors thus covered; the
works of Robert Surtees, author of Jorrock's Jaunts and Jollities and other
novels of 19th century sporting life, were included at the request of many
members. When good texts are not available, new ones are commissioned.
Abridgements are held to a minimum. Occasionally original titles such as The
Trial of Joan ofAre, from a manuscript containing a complete account of her
trial including the actual words of her replies to her inquisitors, and which
was discovered only after World War II, are published.
The principal emphasis of the manuscript material in the Ede archives is
book illustration, as it contains many letters from illustrators as well as prints
and drawings of their work for the Folio Society. No record is included of
Ede's decisions on a book's size and proportions, typeface, color and style of
binding during the design and publication processes. The Society's bibliog-
raphy, Folio 21, contains some of Ede's wry perceptions of problems and
errors in judgment but our information is no more complete than that. The
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artists were given considerable latitude in choosing what they wanted to
illustrate, but Ede had to make some essential economic decisions about how
many illustrations could be afforded. None of these financial matters are
documented in Ede's archives.
Since large editions were to be printed, illustrations were sought in
media which would need a minimum of tinkering to prepare for printing in
quantity. Wood engravings, because they can be printed at the same time as
the text, and lithographs, because large editions can be printed, are
particularly valuable in this respect. Joan Hassall's wood engravings for works
by Trollope and Jane Austen are often mentioned as a brilliant combination
of artist and medium. Three Stories by Herman Melville reflects worlds filled
with individuals who are uncompromisingly real, yet also images within
allegories-worlds quite different from the small town societies of Austen and
Trollope. Garrick Palmer's wood engravings show Melville's world as contours
and textures from which faces emerge and figures move as if in a dream. The
delicacy of Blair Hughes-Stanton's illustrations for The Confessions of an
English Opium Eater survive the rigors of printing in a large edition, a
testimony to the skill and care exercised by the printer since the first edition,
1948, was printed on rough laid paper. The second edition, in 1963, was
printed on smooth paper with even better results. The woodcuts of Zoltan
Perei for Kalman Mikszath's St. Peter's Umbrella communicate very simply
and directly without affectation the world of the nineteenth century
Hungarian peasant. Tom Jones, Joseph Andrews and Humphrey Clinker are
wittily illustrated on wood by Derrick Harris; unfortunately he killed himself
before he could finish Tristram Shandy.
Woodcut by Zoltan Perei for St. Peter's Umbrella by Kalman Mikszath.
London, The Folio Society, 1966
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Lithograph by Anthony Colbert for Charlotte Bonte's Jane Eyre.




I MET a traveller from an antique land
Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert ... Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed:
And on the pedestal these words appear:
"My name is Ozymandias, king of kings:
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!"
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.
Page from Shelley's Poems, London, The Folio Society, 1949,
with woodcut by John Buckland-Wright
The lithographic process provides the artist with great freedom of
expression; he may make what he will of a lithograph, leaving on it his
unmistakable personal stamp. The texture of Anthony Colbert's two-color
lithographs for Jane Eyre brings the artist very close to the reader; always the
sweep of his tools are evident. Some of the prints seem to focus on an area,
perhaps a face, carefully drawn in crayon; surrounding areas are very freely
sketched in with brush-strokes and blots of ink. Charles Keeping's lithographs
for Wuthering Heights are based, more than Colbert's work, on solid areas of
color, with the textures produced by drips and blots used for shadows or,
most significantly, for the embodiment of Cathy's spirit. A purer use of
crayon without contrasting brushstrokes is found in Nigel Lambourne's
lithographs for Liam O'Flaherty's The Informer. Their rough granular quality
is carried through the printed texture of the endpapers to the linen binding.
However, the granularity of H. Hope-Read's lithographs for The Crime of
Sylvestre Bonnard is soft and misty, showing the variety possible solely
through use of the crayon.
The monotype, deriving its name from the fact that only one print can
be made from the artist's plate, is rarely used for book illustration. The
monotype process, however, offers the artist even more opportunity than
lithography to create his own textures by scraping and dabbing with a variety
of tools. Michael Ayrton's monotypes for Poe's Tales of Mystery and
Imagination show the resulting close relationship of the artist to his medium.
In some cases photographs have been effectively used. For Dove
Cottage, which includes Dorothy Wordsworth's Grasmere Journal and a
selection of the correspondence of Dorothy and William Wordsworth,
photographs by John Preston-Bell probably show more clearly than any other
form of illustration could the special qualities of the Lake Country which
contributed so much to Wordsworth's poetry. A selection of Mathew Brady's
Civil War photographs gives substance to Stephen Crane's fictional Red Badge
of Courage; photographs and text interact to make painfully clear the nature
of war. Kafka's Trial is illustrated with photographic abstractions by Nigel
Lambourne which, in their lack of identifiable subjects, match the arbitrari-
ness in the world Kafka has created.
Intaglio prints such as etchings and drypoint must be reproduced by yet
another step. The most successful to date is the highly sophisticated collotype
process, but its dependence on photography to transfer the image of the
artist's print onto a prepared plate results in the loss of much of the richness
and depth characteristic of the intaglio print. The brilliance of Phillippe
Jullian's etchings illustrating Colette's Cheri and Sir Harold Nicolson's Some
People is particularly diminished: the drypoint lines and dots which in the
original print twinkle like black stars are smudged and flat in reproduction.
Dodie Masterman's softground etchings for Eugenie Grandet survive repro-
duction somewhat better because the technique of softground etching has
been used to produce gradations of gray tones, not to emphasize the contrast
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between black ink and white paper; mirroring gradations of tones is one of
the strengths of collotype. While Ede could be criticized for allowing
processes to interfere with the communication between artist and reader, he
could equally justly be praised for permitting an artist his choice of medium
with which to communicate.
Previously published illustrations are included in some editions. Tenniel
has not been bettered at illustrating Alice in Wonderland and Through the
Looking Glass nor John Leech in his work for the Surtees series. Goya's
drawings complement Carmen, and no one but Michelangelo could have
illustrated his own sonnets. The Rose and the Ring is illustrated by
Thackeray's drawings, not the wood engravings he made from them: he was a
much better draftsman than engraver. Portraits of Richard III, Henry VII and
contemporaries add valuable evidence to Richard III: The Great Debate by
Sir Thomas More and Horace Walpole. Likewise other publications of
"eyewitness history" are enriched by pertinent illustrations. Plays illustrated
by drawings of costumes and sets for an actual production, as are all plays in
the collection except The Importance of Being Earnest, continually remind
the reader that the printed text is just the skeleton of a play: the play must
be seen on a stage, or at least imagined there, to become whole.
Although many publishers seek to find the artist best suited to illustrate
a literary work, few achieve it with the consistent success of the Folio
Society. It does not look for great artists as did the French art dealer and
publisher Ambroise Vollard. Using the best book illustrators available, the
Folio Society has secured works that are in themselves interesting, although
not all have an existence independent of their books. For example, John
Buckland-Wright's decorations for Poems of Shelley are more dependent on
the text than his illustrations of the English Opium Eater which can stand
alone as artistic expression. In the majority of books, these artists are able to
create worlds as powerful as those of the authors without intruding on the
reader's mental images. Thus the publications are not sent forth fossilized as
concrete pictures which the reader must accept or reject, but as a series of
ideas in word and image which can act upon each other. This is a great
achievement at any price, and at the prices these books sold for, tribute must
be paid to Mr. Ede's knowledge and skill.
His books present themselves to the world in various bindings,
additional evidence of his inventiveness. Although the first publications
tended to be issued in plain cloth bindings and printed paper wrappers, later
titles show the realization of the virtues of printed and stamped cloth without
wrappers. The illustrator was then usually responsible for the exterior image
as well as those inside the covers and this is a great unifier of the total design:
colors and textures of bindings become vivid and expressive of their contents.
Wilde's Salome is in electric blue and green brocade; Nana is in mauve moire.
From Atlanta to the Sea is in blue and gray, a gold arrow connecting the two.
Wells' The History ofMr. Polly, a draper, is in houndstooth.
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Monotype by Michael Ayrton for "The Gold Bug" in Tales ofMystery and
Imagination by Edgar Allen Poe. London, The Folio Society, 1959.
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. by Colette.. for Chene
. Philippe Julha~ 1963
. t etchmg by Folio SOCIety,Drypom London, The
The achievement of Charles Ede is expressed in the growth, develop-
ment and continuing success of the Folio Society. He has proved beyond
question that handsome books can be produced at a minimal price, and that
there is a large audience eager to receive them. The printed books in his
archives are a very valuable addition to the George Arents Research Library's
collection of fine press books; the additional materials increase the research
potential in the field of book illustration and in the role of the Folio Society
as intermediary between the concept of a book and its reception among the
subscribers.
The Folio Society editions are available for research in the Lena R.
Arents Rare Book Room of Carnegie Library from 8: 30 to 5: 00 each Monday
through Friday and on Saturdays by appointment. Folio books are published
for members only. Inquiries may be addressed to the Folio Society, Ltd., 6
Stratford Place, London WINoBH.
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Archives In University Libraries
by Robert B. Downs
Dr. Downs is Dean ofLibrary Administration and Professor
of Library Science at the University of Illinois, recipient of the
Syracuse University Centennial Medal in 1970, and author of
"University Library Problems and Trends" which appeared in the
Fall 1970 issue ofThe Courier.
In relation to Dr. Downs' article, it will be of interest to
readers to note that Syracuse University Archives, located in the
Library Annex, is an active and integral department of the George
Arents Research Library and has been serving the University as its
"corporate memory" unofficially for thirty to forty years and
officially for more than a decade.
T he idea which once prevailed that library collections should be
limited to printed materials-principally books and journals- is passe and
outdated. The modern research library has broadened its scope to include
manuscripts and archives, maps, all types of microforms, documentary films,
sound recordings in disc and tape form, prints, and slides. A major new
development is data banks on magnetic tape. It could be properly asserted
that informational resources in virtually any form belong in a university or
other large general research library.
In the case of an archival agency in a university, there are admittedly
several different possible methods of organization and administration, any
one of which can be operated effectively. Occasionally, the archives are
attached to the president's office. If too closely identified with the president,
however, departments may be reluctant to deposit confidential files and are
likely to screen the records drastically .before making any transfers.
A similar objection may be raised concerning another fairly common
arrangement, the location of university archives in the office of the academic
or administrative vice president. This plan is in effect at about one-half of the
principal midwestern universities. The chief advantage is that the archivist
gains direct, campus-wide contacts through an office with major adminis-
trative responsibilities.
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But if we think of archives as simply another type of research materials
and the library as the one agency on the campus primarily engaged in
providing access to informational sources, it is difficult to question the logic
of locating archives in the university library. Also the library is neutral
ground. Physically, with its rare book collections, manuscripts, maps,
broadsides, photographs, microfilms, and other special collections, the library
provides a complex of research materials to which archival resources belong
on the basis of form and use. Certainly the convenience of researchers is best
served by centralization rather than by -the scattering of research resources.
Anyone who has had to struggle with the problems of numerous depart-
mental libraries spread over a large campus would doubtless concede that
point. On a broader scale we are witnessing the manifold inconveniences to
which historians and other researchers are being subjected by the egocentric
tendencies of American presidents to scatter their libraries all over the
country. A microcosm of that situation is the university campus.
In maintaining that archives should be a unit of the library system,
however, one must recognize that the successful development of an archives
division in a university library organization requires strong support from the
library administration. The director of the library must appreciate the
importance of archives, sympathize with and understand the special problems
of archival records, allocate adequate financial support, space, and staff to the
program, and be ready to delegate authority and responsibility to a
professional archivist.
Obviously, a specialist is needed if archives are to be suitably organized
and administered. Specialization on a university library staff is, of course,
nothing new, with its many experts in languages, subject fields and types of
material. In the case of archivists, training in archival methods and techniques
is more essential than a degree in library science. Advanced study in history is
also a desirable foundation for a good archivist.
Who uses archives? The answer to that question has an important
bearing on the matter of location. The recorded users of the University of
Illinois Archives last year may be representative. By percentages, 43 per cent
were graduate students, 25 per cent were faculty members at Illinois or from
elsewhere, 12 per cent were researchers for administrative purposes, and the
remainder were research assistants, undergraduates, and the public. About
three-fourths of the total use was for dissertations, historical research for
publication, and student course papers. The centennial history of the
University, the first volume of which has been published, is based mainly on
the Archives. Often, persons drawing upon archives complement and
supplement them with materials in other divisions of the Library -another
strong argument against separation.
Finally, a few comments on the nature of university archives. First, I
would suggest that there should be no separation between archives and
manuscripts. They are too closely related in form and function to justify
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separate administration, except perhaps in the case of valuable literary
manuscripts which may properly be preserved in the rare book division. This
point is especially valid if there is no separate manuscript department.
Second, university archives should go beyond official records. The preserva-
tion of the records of the institution itself I would consider a definite
obligation of the library and one that should not be neglected. Otherwise,
much ephemeral material will disappear and files will be discarded to save
space. In the development of such a collection, three types of material ought
to be included. First, there are the publications and official records of the
university, comprising, in addition to strictly archival documents, the papers
of faculty members, alumni, and others who may have been associated with
the institution; catalogs, annual reports, study series, university press
imprints, periodicals, newspapers, student yearbooks, and other publications
more or less sponsored by the university. Second, materials about the
university, such as published histories and biographies, the histories of
individual departments, separate periodical articles and newspaper clippings.
A third possible division consists of books, offprints, and other publications
by members of the faculty, alumni, and students-material otherwise
unrelated to the institution. If, for example, the university has distinguished
authors among its alumni, it would be appropriate to collect first editions and
other writings by and about those individuals.
I am willing to concede that some of these materials are not archival in
the traditional sense, but a generous interpretation of what constitutes
archives will unquestionably expedite and facilitate the work of patrons of
the collection. In that connection, the matter of form is largely irrelevant.
Certainly the collection should not be restricted to paper. Perhaps of equal or
greater importance in some instances are collections of historical photo-
graphs, taped interviews and other sound recordings, and documentary films.
All are needed to provide a well-rounded picture of the university. A modern,
well-managed university library is set up to deal efficiently with all such types
of material.
Looking back on the history of university archives in this country, one
can not doubt that in a great majority of institutions they have been treated
with neglect. There has been a general lack of concern for such records, with
a few notable exceptions, until recent years. As a result, the early history of
most American universities and colleges is exceedingly difficult to recon-
struct. The negligence can be accounted for in various ways-lack of funds,
lack of interest, lack of space, and' failure to recognize the significance of
archives. But in the period since World War II, university archives have shared
in the higher education boom, with full-fledged organizations springing up on
many campuses. In part, the movement is a reflection of the coming of age of
numerous universities, as they have prepared to celebrate centennials,
sesquicentennials and similar events, and have become history-conscious,
Certainly, the excellent institutional histories which have come off the press
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during the last twenty-five years could not have been written without solid
archival foundations.
The ultimate purpose of all archival activity is service to the university
itself, to administrators, to historians, and to a variety of other users. I am
convinced that these services can be most effectively and economically




in Sinclair Lewis' Break
with Harcourt, Brace
by Helen B. Petrollo
The Dorothy Thompson Papers at Syracuse University
occupy 77 linear feet of shelving. The correspondence,
1918-1961, family papers and manuscripts, including eighteen
years ofher syndicated column, "On the Record, " and more than
twenty years of her articles for the Ladies' Home Journal,
document the life and work of this famous American journalist,
who was graduated from Syracuse in 1914.
Professor Petrullo, who received the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
from Syracuse, is a member of the English faculty at Kansas State
University. She has been researching Sinclair Lewis in the
Dorothy Thompson Papers. The Thompson letters quoted here
are from the Syracuse collection and are printed with permission
of the Morgan Guaranty Trust ofNew York, executor and trustee
ofMiss Thompson's estate.
I n the published accounts of Sinclair Lewis' decision to leave
Harcourt, Brace and Company, the part Dorothy Thompson, his second wife,
played has not been told, and yet she was probably more responsible for the
termination of that publishing relationship than Lewis himself. 1 The final
letters exchanged between Lewis and his publishers on this matter are printed
in a selected collection of their correspondence issued in 1952 under the title
1 Grateful acknowledgment is made to the Morgan Guaranty Trust of New York,
executor and trustee under the will of the late Dorothy Thompson, for permission to use
four letters among the Dorothy Thompson Papers in the George Arents Research Library
at Syracuse University, three of which are quoted here, entirely or in part. Robert
Benjamin, Vice President of Morgan Guaranty Trust, and Sara B. McCain, Head of the
Manuscripts Reference Department of Syracuse University Libraries, are especially
thanked for their generous cooperation.
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From Main Street to Stockholm. 2 Two letters on the severance, from Lewis
to his wife in 1931, have been published in another work.3 There is a letter
from Dorothy Thompson to Lewis, undated but written in May of 1930, that
rightly belongs in the public record of this much speculated about rupture,
which did not formally take place until January-February of 1931, several
weeks after Lewis' reception of the Nobel Prize.
This letter provides ample evidence of Dorothy's insistence that Lewis
revise his arrangements with Harcourt, and it implies that she was the agent
responsible for Lewis' growing dissatisfa~tion with Harcourt as a publisher
during 1929-30. Three letters that she wrote to Lewis in 1931 at the time of
the break-she was in Germany and Lewis in London, ostensibly to interview
representatives of prospective publishers-will be used here also. One of these
letters is important because in it Dorothy expresses her intention to help
select the new publisher, another because she reveals in it her attitude toward
making money, which was fundamentally different from that of Lewis. The
third letter is used solely to confirm the approximate dates of the others. No
one of the letters has been printed previously.
Dorothy's active participation in the ultimate decision to leave
Harcourt warrants some revision of the opinions that have been published as
explanations of Lewis' action. It has been said that the break was an
"impulsive severance," that it was the result of Lewis' getting mad with
Harcourt "about nothing," and that it was an expression of Lewis' "inability
to cope with current history.,,4
The author-publisher relationship in the twentieth century has often
been of a very special kind, with the function of the publisher expanded far
beyond the publishing and promoting of books. The publisher-the term is
used for any or all members of a firm-has frequently acted as an omnibus
2 From Main Street to Stockholm: Letters ofSinclair Lewis, 1919-1930, edited and with
introduction by Harrison Smith, New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1952, pp. 299-302. Other
letters of this volume mentioned here will be identified in the text by date, without page
citations.
3Vincent Sheean, Dorothy and Red, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1963, pp. 200-204.
Although Sheean had access to the letters published here, he telescopes events separated
by more than six months into a short summary: "Along with the pregnancy, the
alcoholism, the endless parties, Dorothy now had to face the neurotic tensions which
surround a very great 'literary property' when it is about to change hands," p. 178.
Michael Lewis was born June 20, 1930.
4For the comments see respectively Sheldon Grebstein, "Sinclair Lewis and the Nobel
Prize," Western Humanities Review, 13 (1959), 170; Sheean, p. 177; and Mark Schorer,
Sinclair Lewis: An American Life, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962, p. 577. D.J. Dooley,
The Art of Sinclair Lewis, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1967, p. 164, uses
what has become a reflex cliche to explain any event in Lewis' life: "Lewis's
quarrelsomeness with Harcourt was only one aspect of his renewed instability."
Despite the many references to Lewis' alleged instability, it is noteworthy that
Melville H. Cane, the fIrst lawyer Lewis ever engaged, remained his legal counsel for the
rest of Lewis' life and was named executor and trustee under Lewis' will.
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"Dorothy Thompson," bronze bust by Jo Davidson, 1941.
Presented to the Library in 1961 by Dorothy Thompson Kopf
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surrogate: he has served as intimate confidante as well as counselor in
advertising, investments, intermediary legal matters, marital problems, and
public relations; he has functioned as de facto banker, holding and dispensing
royalty income, making deposits to exhausted checking accounts, and
extending loans in the form of advances. Sometimes he has simply held the
hand of his writer. Harcourt and his associates served Lewis at one time or
another in all of these capacities, besides acting as his reference librarian on
occasion. Whereas some American writers of this century have needed
extensive editorial assistance from their publishers, Lewis definitely did not
require editorial services of Harcourt. He once exposed, succinctly and
sarcastically, a side of the author-publisher situation when he exclaimed to
Harcourt, "God, it must be interesting to be a publisher and to be in touch
with the sensitive and undemanding souls of these authors."s
The tie between Lewis and Alfred Harcourt was a particularly close
one. Of similar small town backgrounds, the two had been friends for nearly a
decade when Harcourt left Henry Holt in 1919. Lewis, who had earlier quit as
editor for George H. Doran in order to write full-time, encouraged Harcourt
to start his own firm, offered his future books for publication, and invested
part of his savings in the new company. Apparently he continued to invest
modestly in it during the twenties, for in 1930 he received a $1000 dividend
from the company.6
Although Lewis and his publishers entered into contractual agreements,
their arrangements on royalties and advertising costs were adjustable. For
example, Lewis' royalty percentage was reduced frequently by mutual
consent to cover his share of advertisement costs that exceeded the sum
originally stipulated. The flexible nature of their agreements is borne out by
Harcourt's letter of January 6, 1928, concerning The Man Who Knew
Coolidge: "We are in our usual position as regards the contract. I have sent
you one on the basis of Mantrap. I couldn't help snickering at finding that we
are again trying to get you to take a little more and you're arguing for a little
less. I think you had better let us have our way this time and sign the
contracts that are sent to you on the understanding that if we need more
room for advertising we'll lower the royalty on a certain number of copies to
10% and spend the difference in special exploitation." Six months later, in a
letter dated May 5, Lewis told Harrison Smith, a member of the firm, to
reduce the royalty on the next 5000 copies of Elmer Gantry to cover his half
of an unusual advertising campaign launched in Kansas City. In the same
letter, Lewis informed Smith that he and Dorothy Thompson would be
married the following week in London.
5 From Main Street to Stockholm, p. 226.
6This item appears in a list of Lewis' receipts for 1930 which is among the Thompson
Papers.
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During the remainder of the year after the marriage on May 14, 1928,
Lewis wrote few letters to his publishers, partly because the couple was
travelling and getting settled in the new farmhouse in Vermont and partly
because Lewis was absorbed in finishing Dodsworth. Early in 1929 the flow
of letters to Harcourt increased, but these letters, unlike those of other years,
are redundant with complaints about Harcourt's handling of reprints and
foreign rights and about his failure to bring out a uniform or library edition
of the books already published. Lewis' usual keen interest in advertising,
advances, and the reactions of reviewers and famous authors to his works was
displaced by an anxious, and at times almost strident, concern for increasing
his income. One of the most significant letters of this period is that of
October 26, 1929 in which Lewis questioned the accuracy of the royalty
statement for the first half of 1929.
The royalty statement for the second half of 1929 drew fire from
Dorothy. After spending the early months of 1930 in California, the Lewises
had returned East and in late April they went to their house at Barnard,
Vermont. Dorothy, who was pregnant, left there on May 5 to go back to New
York. The precise date of Lewis' return to the city is uncertain; a
non-business note from Harcourt, dated May 19, was presumably sent to him
in Vermont. The pertinent fact is that before he returned to New York
Dorothy had received and gone over the royalty statement, which, according
to the usual Harcourt contract, would have been sent out on April 25. Her
letter spawned by that statement was not one to assuage discontent.
Handwritten on the personal stationery of Mrs. Wallace Irwin of East
Setauket, Long Island, the letter follows-with phrasing, punctuation,
spelling, and underlining as written:
Thursday
Hal dear-
Your royalty statement from Harcourt is here, for the last
six months of 1929 & I've been looking it over. Hal, what
Harcourt & his agents have been taking out of your foreign books
& serial rights and still are, is scandalous. Wallace incidentally,
thinks so, too. I'm passing over the perfectly ridiculous arrange-
ment whereby all books previous to Dodsworth continue to pay
1/3 of your foreign royalties to Harcourt. I thought that had
stopped. I can't see to save my. life, also, why Harcourt takes 10%
of your motion picture rights and Ann Watkins takes 10%. It
seems to me one agent ought to beenough. .
On a lot of your foreign rights you are paying out 53% of
your royalties on commission-33 1/3% to Harcourt, 10% to
Curtis Brown, and 10% to a foreign agent. Again, to save my life,
I don't see where Harcourt on these deals is contributing anything
at all. It seems to me 20% to two agents ought to be sufficient to
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place your work. Why in hell you should have to pay 33 1/3%
commission on German Serial rights of Mantrap is more than I
can see.
But it's when we come to Dodsworth that I get maddest
because I thought you had changed all of this with Dodsworth.
On the English rights Harcourt is only taking 10%. But I don't
understand the French, & the Czechoslovakian editions. On the
French & C-S editions of Dodsworth you are paying a 20%
commission (to whom not indicafed) plus a 25% commission to
Harcourt-in all 45% of your total royalties, low anyhow, !!!
commissions! !
All this on top of Ray Everett's letter makes me boil.7 As
far as the Library edition of your books is concerned, you can
stipulate for that in the next contract you make with Harcourt &
I think ought to do so. But Babbitt, Arrowsmith, & Dodsworth
are likely to go on selling abroad indefinitely-and will Harcourt
always & eternally, take 1/3 of your royalties. Wallace, inciden-
tally, has found by long experience that having ones publisher as
agent is a gyp game. He's tried it with two & abandoned it
altogether.
I wish you could find out from Harcourt what Rowohlt is
getting for German serial rights on Dodsworth & your short
stories. I know what he ought to be getting. And how the
commissions are distributed.





Despite the abrasive attitude expressed toward Harcourt in the letter
and the rather callous overlooking of Lewis' extensive publishing experience,
Dorothy's concern about the royalty income was natural enough under the
circumstances. She was a second wife, .and there were a former wife and an
earlier child in the background demanding support, she was expecting a child,
and she had dreams about the country estate in Vermont which was turning
out to be a very expensive project.
That Dorothy fully intended to help select the new publisher, once the
link to Harcourt was severed, is made quite clear in a letter she wrote to
'Dorothy misspelled the name. In an incident mentioned by both Schorer, p. 535, and
Sheean, p. 178, Ray Everitt, a junior in the Harcourt ftrm, is said to have insulted Lewis
when he wrote of the difftculties the firm had experienced in trying to place a short
article about Lewis by the Frenchman, Paul Morand.
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Lewis in early 1931. Following the visit to Stockholm for the Nobel Prize
festivities, the Lewises went to Berlin where Dorothy was operated on at
Christmastime for appendicitis. Toward the end of January, after her release
from the hospital and a country vacation of about ten days, Lewis went to
London, leaving Dorothy in Berlin. From London he wrote her on February
12 that he had completed the break with Harcourt and that Oswald Villard,
who was also in London, had talked with him about the possibility of her
assuming the editorship of the Nation. 8 While the letter Dorothy wrote in
response is merely dated "Tuesday/ Berlin," it can be more closely dated by
its contents, as can the two others she wrote from Berlin, all of which were
referred to earlier. In each she mentions a Lewis letter, her efforts to secure
an interview with "Zita," and her itinerary, with the changes made in it to
facilitate the interview.
In the first of these letters she states that the interview with Zita is off
and announces that she would go to Vienna on Friday of that week. Further,
she asks Lewis to arrange with the Guaranty Trust to deposit money to her
account in the States. She also poses these questions: "How can I take the
Nation? What about Vermont? Europe? You? I see you staying home &
minding the baby!!" In a paragraph devoted to the quest for a publisher, she
wrote: "Hal-you can't go to Hearst. Not for a million.... if you do it, it will
be a terrific disappointment to your real friends. Your novel will be a study
of American idealism ?nd the people who really love you & appreciate your
work-Ben and Lewis Gannett, & F.P.A.-will simply receive the book under
the worst possible impression.... Several people here who've had experience
with American publishing say 'don't go to Viking-swell people but no sales
organization.' I think we might be able to do a little investigating at home.
Anyhow, I know you won't close, until we're both home."
In the second of the letters, dated "Tuesday Eve," Dorothy says that
she has just returned from Upper Silesia, where she had apparently gone from
Vienna, that she had received a letter from Lewis, and that she had finally
arranged the interview with Zita for the 23rd in Brussels. The third letter of
this group was written before she left Berlin for the interview. The complete
text follows, as written, with letterhead:
Hotel Adlon Berlin W.




Can you possibly make $5000 free immediately for
investment, because if you can I've got a swell proposition. The
8 This is one of the letters printed in Sheean, p. 202, that is referred to in paragraph one.
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Ford Company has recently been organized here with 15.000.000
marks capital, of which 10.000.000 is owned by the British Ford
Co. 2.000.000 by I.G. Farben, (the German chemical trust) and
3.000.000 is theoretically free. Actually only a handful of people
know about it, it's not on the open market, and can only be
bought in Germany. Our commercial attache, Miller, told me
about it, also I promised not to tell another soul and under no
conditions to purchase more than 500 marks worth per day, and
then not every day. The company made over 40% profit in the
first nine months (its only so old) and, with a capitalization of
15.000.000 has 8 1/2 millions in the bank here. Two or three rich
Americans (they would be) are very quietly purchasing stock in
~ small quantities-not to drive up the price.
I would like to leave instructions with the National City
bank h~re, after depositing $5000 to be spent for buying this
stock over a period of three months. Its quoted now at 190, and
is going to have little ones, Miller says, very soon. It can't be
bought except in Berlin.
Please wire me if you can do it.9
Darling-I should write oftener but I am a slave. Upper
Silesia was worth the trip. I've got the interview with Zita & shall
go (as I wired you) to Brussels-thence to Paris, catching the boat
at Cherbourg.
Sweetest-sweet-are you well? Are you working (which I
understood to be the object of your leaving your loving Dotty)
and when do you think you'll come home?
I kiss you tenderly,
Dotty
Dorothy's concern for making money has not been commented on
directly in the reports published so far about the couple. The letter above
recalls, however, Philip Goodman's facetious letter to H.L. Mencken in 1933,
which is quoted in part in Schorer's biography of Lewis. The letter was
written from Austria where the Lewises had taken a house for the winter and
staged a prolonged and disastrous party. Goodman poked fun at both of
them. Dorothy, he reports, said that she was going to leave "Wredde," and
Goodman continues, she has her own ego "and it goes marching down the
street behind a brass band at times, and she is an energetic money-maker; but
9 I have not located Lewis' response to the request.
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she is honest and not cheap, and she hates all of Wredde's vennin friends."} 0
Mencken mainfestly belonged in that category, and perhaps Goodman did
too.
The letters from Dorothy to Lewis that have been quoted and discussed
here disclose two things. First, Dorothy badgered Lewis into making a change
in his publishing relations-and without any understanding of the sympathetic
reciprocity that existed between Lewis and Harcourt, or, seemingly, any
perception of the test that relationship had undergone when Lewis collapsed
just prior to the publication of Elmer Gantry (1927). Secondly, Dorothy had
a strong capitalistic drive, and in 1931 she obviously expected Lewis to
finance her speculative ventures. Interestingly, Lewis had paid her $5000 as a
secretarial fee in 1930.} }
Some of Alfred Harcourt's remarks on his experiences as a publisher
appropriately belong to the full story of Lewis' cutting his ties with his old
friend. Harcourt had left his editorial post with Henry Holt because of
differences in editorial orientation, and he felt that Holt was somewhat
relieved by his decision to leave.} 2 Of Lewis he says, "He was one of the
most generous-spirited men I ever knew. With some of the earlier books, he
insisted that we take a larger share of some of the rights than I had
proposed."} 3 And Harcourt gives a more generous account than anyone else
has of Lewis' response to his desire to start his own publishing house.} 4
Harcourt's quiet statement about the end of his publishing relationship
with Lewis is suggestive: "After Dodsworth, we did not publish any more of
Lewis's new books, but we kept the old ones. Although I saw him less
frequently-and for a number of years not at all-nothing ever interfered with
our personal feeling for each other. We had long and intimate visits when he
was in Santa Barbara in 1949."} 5
1 0 Schorer, pp. 579-80.
liThe item is referred to in a letter of February 9, 1931 from Bernard M.L. Ernst, late
law partner of Melville H. Cane, concerning Lewis' 1930 income tax return, and it
appears on Lewis' list of business expenses for that year. Both letter and list are among
the Thompson Papers.
12 Alfred Harcourt, Some Experiences, Riverside, Conn., privately printed, 1951, p. 31.
1 3 Ibid. p. 84
14 Ibid. pp. 35-36
15 Ibid. p. 83
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Open for Research . ..
Notes on Collections
The Rare Book Department of the Library has acquired an exceptional
two-volume set of 110 original leaves from various German incunabula. The
fifteenth century pages are described in accompanying booklets by Konrad
Haebler, published in Munich by Weiss & Co., Antiquariate, in 1927 and
traqslated into English by Andre Barbey. From 1920 until his retirement Dr.
Haebler was head of the Kommission fur den Weltkatalog der Wiegendrucke,
editors of the partially completed Gesamkatalog der Widgendrucke (Collected
Catalog of Early Printing), also in the Rare Book collection.
Two years ago Syracuse University acquired the volumes of Western
and Italian incunabula leaves described by Dr. Haebler. The new German set
is especially welcome as no gathering of these works could be complete
without leaves from the country which produced the first book printed in
movable type in the Western world.
The leaves in the two volumes represent 20 of the 51 German towns in
which incunabula were printed. The examples range in date from 1468
through 1500. Although there is no example of the earliest printing, Peter
Schoeffer, successor to Gutenberg, is represented in the section devoted to
the city of Mainz. The Rare Book Department does possess two leaves of the
Gutenberg 42-line Bible, available for comparison with the other examples of
type.
The introduction to the booklet accompanying Volume One describes
Gutenberg's operation and traces the evolution and change in the printing
process through the fifteenth century. In his description of the plates, Dr.
Haebler gives the date of the first press in the town of the plate's origin and
explains the place of the printer in the history of printing.
The German incunabula leaves, while consisting of single pages rather
than full texts, shed light on printing as the spectacular breakthrough in
human communication that it was, and provide valuable research material for
students of typology.
Other recently acquired resources in the Rare Book Department include
the Blathwayt Atlas; Petrus de Palude, Sermones Thesauri Noui de Sanctis;
and the Samuel J. May collection. The Blathwayt Atlas is a collection of
forty-eight manuscript and printed maps of the seventeenth century relating
to the British overseas empire in that era, brought together about 1683 for
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the use of the Lords of Trade and Plantations by William Blathwayt,
Secretary. Only one volume, The Maps, published in Providence by the
Brown University Press, 1970, and printed by the Meriden Gravure Company,
has been received. The second volume, consisting of the text by Jeannette D.
Blake, has yet to be published.
The Syracuse copy of Petrus de Palude, Sermones Thesauri Noui de
Sanctis, Strassburg: Martin Flach, 1488, is one of only two copies in the
United States, according to Frederick R. Goff, compiler and editor of
Incunabula in American Libraries, A Third Census of Fifteenth-Century
Books Recorded in North American Collections. The other copy located by
Goff is in the Indiana University Library. The Sermones is in a contemporary
binding with clasps.
The printed works of Samuel J. May (1797-1871), Unitarian clergyman
and reformer and resident of Syracuse, consist of fourteen items dating from
1824 through 1867, one of which was published in Syracuse. They include
also one volume for which he wrote the introduction and the sermon
preached at his installation in Syracuse in 1867.
Among manuscripts now ready for research use in the George Arents·
Research Library are the papers of Stuart Gerry Brown, enhanced by some
recent additions. From 1947 to 1965 Dr. Brown was a professor of
Citizenship and American C~lture at Syracuse's Maxwell Graduate School of
Citizenship and Public Affairs. In August 1965 he resigned from his post at
Syracuse to become graduate professor of American Studies at the East-West
Cultural Center, University of Hawaii. Dr. Brown has been active in politics as
well as education and is the author of numerous articles, essays and several
books including The First Republicans, 1954, Conscience in Politics, 1961,
and Jefferson, 1963. The collection comprises correspondence, 1934-1968,
writings, 1941-1968, student records, 1958-1963, and memorabilia. Of
special interest in the collection are the Adlai E. Stevenson papers on the
1960 Stevenson Draft Movement consisting of correspondence, interviews,
reports and writings by Stuart Gerry Brown.
The papers of Dr. Thomas S. Szasz, Professor of Psychiatry at the State
University of New York, Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, consist of
correspondence, 1956-1970, legal papers, writings and miscellany. Born in
Budapest, Hungary, Dr. Szasz came to the United States at the age of
eighteen. He received his medical education at the University of Cincinnati
and his psychiatric training at the University of Chicago Clinics. The
collection includes manuscripts or two of his several books, Ideology and
Insanity and Manufacture ofMadness, both published in 1970.
More than a score of photographs and reproductions of his work
characterize the papers, 1924-1970, of artist L. Jean Liberte (1896-1965). An
exhibitor in many one-man shows as well as shows with others throughout
the world, Liberte is represented in the permanent collections of many
galleries. He received numerous awards as a recognized authority on the
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technical aspects of casein painting and commendations for his experiments
in gouache. The papers include correspondence, 1924-1970, and memorabilia
as well as the photographs and other reproductions.
The papers of Dr. William Uoyd Imes (1889- ), an ordained
minister of the Presbyterian Church, consist of correspondence, 1917-1966,
lectures, book reviews, reports, sermons, memorabilia and miscellany. Dr.
Imes retired in 1955 after more than forty years of service in parishes and
church-related institutions. In 1943 he became president of Knoxville College
in Tenessee and in 1947 Director of Social and Adult Education in the New
York State Council of Churches. Since his retirement he has continued to
travel extensively as a chapel speaker and lecturer at many colleges and
universities.
The Roscoe Drummond Papers, 1967-1970, are made up for the most
part of columns written by Mr. Drummond and from 1968 to 1970 with his
late son, Geoffrey. Editor of the Christian Science Monitor from 1934 to
1940 and nationally syndicated columnist, Mr. Drummond (1902- ) was
graduated from Syracuse University in 1924 and received the LL.D. from
Syracuse in 1955. He also was the recipient of the George Arents Pioneer
Medal for proficiency in journalism in 1946. A few columns in the collection
were written by Carleton Kent, 1967, Tom Littlewood, 1967-1968, Earl
Mazo, 1967, Philip Potter, 1967 and Thomas Ross, 1967-1968.
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News of the Library
and Library Associates
Two Significant Gifts Presented to the Library
John Ben Snow of Colorado Springs, Colorado, has f>resented $100,000
to the University to provide reading and research facilities for patrons using
the von Ranke Collection.",The library of the 19th century German historian,
Leopold von Ranke, includes 16th, 17th and 18th century manuscripts
dealing with the history of Venice and its relationships with the major
European powers and the Ottoman Empire. The collection was purchased for
the University in 1887 by John H. Reid and formed the basis of the research
collections of the Library. It will be housed in the John Ben Snow Room,
specially equipped for the von Ranke Library, on the sixth floor of the new
Ernest S. Bird Library where it will be readily available to scholars engaged in
research.
The fund for the maintenance of the- von Ranke Collection is a personal
gift from Mr. Snow, who also is President of the John Ben Snow Foundation.
The Foundation established a $1,000,000 endowment fund at Syracuse in
1965 to provide the School of Journalism with a research professorship, two
graduate assistantships and either two annual four-year undergraduate
scholarships or one fellowship. The Foundation also has given the University
$25,000 for the purchase of reference and research books in the fields of
religion, journalism and business administration. This gift established an
endowment known as the Snow Clan Collection.
A second gift of significance to the Library consists of $400,000 from
the Rosamond Gifford Charitable Trust. The money will be used to establish
the Rosamond Gifford Periodical Room in the Ernest S. Bird Library. The
room will house current periodical~ and bound general periodicals.
Former gifts of the Rosamond Gifford Charitable Trust to the
University include Gifford Auditorium in Huntington B. Crouse Hall and
funds to support a lecture series in the College of Law.
Mr. Allan B. Coughlin, a Trustee of Syracuse University Library
Associates, is President of the Rosamond Gifford Charitable Trust.
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The library of Leopold von Ranke in its first Syracuse quarters, now the Administration Building
Library Associates January Mee~ing in New York City
On January 13 Library Associates initiated its first New York City
meeting of the Board of Trustees and general membership. This experimental
meeting, held at Lubin House on 61st Street, with social hour and luncheon
at the Carlton House nearby, successfully brought together members who
heretofore had been unable to attend meetings of Library Associates. With
continued support such meetings. can be repeated and perhaps held in various
New York locations of cultural interest.
Mr. Soling suggested a series of advertisements in Alumni News of
limited numbers of reproductions, unusual books, recordings or art editions,
to be offered at preferential prices to present and prospective Library
Associates, as he, is convinced members of Library Associates join for cultural
stimulation.
Committee meetings were held at Lubin House in the morning and
progress reports were given to the Board and general membership in the
afternoon. The Finance Committee suggested a fund-raising campaign, to
reduce the University subsidy if possible. The Membership Committee is
irtvolved in a realistic inspection of membership, to determine interests of
present and prospective members, with a schedule of afternoon meetings
planned by Mrs. Auchincloss, assisted by Mrs. Wertheimer, to solicit new
members.
The Publications Committee reported on reader reaction to The
Courier, and comments varied from approval of the last issue to concern that
its material remain a balanced mixture of good scholarship and humor for
light reading. The Publications Committee believes The Courier is in a
transitional phase which permits innovation and experimentation as Library
Associates itself seeks new growth. The Publications Committee is pleased
that it has a large number of manuscripts from which to choose.
Programs for the future were suggested with more mobility than in the
past: a trip to Oneida Community; a possible program on environmental
problems; and meetings in various locations in New York City.
Mr. Sol Feinstone offered fl program for celebration of the Bicentennial
of the American Revolution in ~hich the David Library of the American
Revolution would sponsor a mobile unit with among other attractions a
21-minute color motion picture of the American Revolution.
Looking to the future, with the opening of the new Ernest S. Bird
Library, increasing numbers of students are expected to show interest in
Library Associates. A student group may be formed to give voice to such
interest and to begin a nucleus of future active members.
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